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• Current launch vehicles have limited payload capacity
mostly because they have to overcome Earth’s
gravitational pull.
• An on-orbit propellant storage and transfer system would
increase space mission capabilities dramatically:
➢ Extended lifetime for satellites
➢ Increased spacecraft range
➢ Heavier effective payload
• Current technologies do not allow for such a system to
be feasibly built or even functional. Some challenges:
Figure 1: SPHERES-Slosh Experiment (SSE) 
aboard the International Space Station (ISS) 
• Demonstrate the concept of rotational settling in
microgravity as means to perform a propellant transfer.
• Identify and study relevant parameters in order to asses
the rotational stability of the system.
• Increase the technology readiness level of on-orbit
refueling systems through testing in ground laboratory.
• Build and deploy the experiment as payload for a
suborbital flight for extended microgravity time.
• Achieve successful flight demonstrations to secure our
position for orbital testing.
Figure 2: Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
meter as described by NASA. Technology being
studied currently lies in TRL 3, extensive
ground testing is required in order to continue
its validation in a relevant environment through
a suborbital flight.
Figure 3: Experimental setup for
simulation in Simscape to obtain
the system requirements and ensure
loadcell measurement range.
• The computer simulation consists on using Simscape, an extension of MATLAB’s
Simulink than focuses on mechanical systems, to model the rotation of rigid body seen
in Figure 3.
• Variable mass cylinders with the density of water where placed in each of the tanks to
simulate an instantaneous mass transfer and effectively determine the torque
requirements of the motor and the maximum allowed RPM the loadcell can handle.
Figure 7: Graph shows the simulation results that predict the ideal load cell force
reactions. The quadratic trend in 𝐹𝑥 comes from the acceleration of the heavier tank to the
desired RPM after providing a constant torque input for 3 seconds. The linear trend of the
mass shifts, also seen in 𝐹𝑥, behaves as such because of the instantaneous mass transfer
assumption and because fluid dynamics are not considered in this simulation.
Figure 8: From the same simulation as Figure 7, the plots that predict the ideal load cell
torque reactions is shown above. Since the tank system is aligned with the x-axis the
expected torque response in the load cell lies in the y-axis. By rotationally accelerating
the system there is a minor drop in 𝑇𝑦 for the first 3 seconds of the simulation, then there
is a linear trend due to the instantaneous mass shift. 𝑇𝑧 denotes the actuator torque.
• To fulfill such ambitious goals the research focus was initially directed towards
literature review, design conceptualization and feasibility analysis.
• In preparation for the integration of the payload assembly, multiple designs were
explored, see Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 9: Blue Origin’s New Shepard payload bay. 
Suborbital commercial flight providers keep 
researchers in mind by allocating space for 
scientific payloads. Blue lockers are designed to 
provide power and telemetry as well.
Figure 4: Preliminary
design for propellant
storage and transfer
system designed for
ground testing. Different
colored tanks indicate
that one of them has
been filled with fluid, in
this case water. Design
implements the use of a
transfer line.
Figure 5: Proof of
concept parabolic flight
payload encapsulated by
a supporting frame and
held by vibration
absorbing cushions.
While the concept is
sound, major changes
regarding size and
weight must be made to
be able to go suborbital.
Figure 6: Projected outline for the development and deployment of our propellant storage and
transfer system from ground-based system design and assembly to the aspired suborbital flight. The
plan spans for about a year with reasonable gaps between tasks. It takes the rotational settling
technology from TRL 3 to TRL 4, at the end of task 2, and to TRL 5 after the completion of task 6.
The experiment will be carried out
in the following fashion:
1. Supply tank is filled with water to 100%
capacity.
2. Step motor will drive the assembly to a
desired RPM in order to achieve fluid
settling.
3. Motor will disengage and pumps will
enable the fluid transfer.
4. Data is collected from multi-axis load
cell during the 3 minute window.
• Implement CFD modeling to describe the transient
behavior of the experiment and predict the effects of
sloshing to the system’s stability. This in turn would allow
us to compare with the experiment results.
• Cryogenics management system.
This involves active thermal
control and insulation to keep the
fluids from attaining their low
boiling temperatures and
generating undesirable vapors.
• Microgravity testing for extended
time through suborbital flight
providers such as Virgin Galactic,
Blue Origin or UP Aerospace
➢ Managing fluid sloshing
in microgravity
➢ Efficient transfer line
engagement systems
➢ Long term cryogenic
propellant storage
• To prevent the load cell from experiencing loads that
might damage it we propose to lower the rotation speed
of the system.
• Computer simulations must be improved by considering
the effects of fluid dynamics, however this preliminary
study is well suited to determine component
requirements.
• From the feasibility analysis of our propellant storage and
transfer system experiment we have concluded significant
modifications have to be made to our current design in
order to comply with the flight provider requirements.
